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High quality feed for lambs 

The Central Otago region of the South Island is the driest (300-400mm rainfall), coldest (-28°C) 
and hottest (+35°C) region of New Zealand. It is a very hostile environment for farming with 
dry summers and long cold winters (120 days with little or no growth). The regions’ geology 
has broad intermontane basins between block uplift mountains. The mountain regions have 
higher rainfall, increasing with altitude, but shorter growing seasons, restricted by tempera-
ture and snowfall.  

How do you increase on farm profitability in this environment?  

Recent developments of our understanding of the growth pattern of lucerne, responses 
to defoliation and interactions with root reserves have created new rules and grazing op-
portunities.  

An increase in the understanding of the water use efficiency and interactions with nitro-
gen has enabled more accurate prediction of the responses of various forages to availa-
ble soil water. 

The Lucerne for Lambs project aimed to demonstrate the potential for lucerne to be a much 
more important part of the farming systems in this environment. There are some management 
changes that are needed for farmers to get the most out of grazing lucerne: 

The major opportunity is to bring the grazing of lucerne forward to be an integral part of 
spring. This provides a reliable forage source for lactating ewes to increase lamb growth 
rates during spring, providing a more reliable output of finished lambs from weaning on-
ward. This also frees up significant areas of pasture on the farm for conservation or other 
uses during the spring.  

We did this project with farmers and along the way were challenged to answer their questions - 
the key focus being how to fit grazed lucerne into their farming system. 

The change to a lucerne grazing system requires some planning but for this you get the ability 
to plan ahead and to make more money. This booklet is designed to help you by providing 
some key practical messages.  
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Why Change? 

Key things to consider 

What do we mean by changing lucerne management? Quite simply it’s growing lucerne for graz-
ing first, and for  conservation, second.  

Adding more lucerne area  - not just grazing the area you need to make winter supplement  

Lucerne as a pasture rather than a crop 

 

How to get started? 

There are 2 steps in this process 

 Thinking it through and making the decision 

 Getting to grips with the management  

 

What benefits can we get? 

4-5 times the lamb production /ha compared with dryland grass and from the same amount 
of rainfall 

300-400kg lamb weaned/ha compared with 80-135kg/lamb/ha 

Consistent high lamb growth rate (300+g/day) and a predictable stocking rate (approx. 10 
ewes/ha) 

Ewes at weaning are at good weight and in better condition - less need to conserve feed 
for ‘flushing’ 

 

Central Otago Farmers collected data to compare ewe and lamb production on 
pasture with grazing lucerne from lambing to weaning. The results were quite 
astounding with productivity from the lucerne 3 to 4 times that of the dryland 
pasture during spring. 

 

 

 

 

    Dryland pasture 
Irrigated 
pasture Lucerne  Tailing % 

  
   

Ewe stocking rate (ewes/ha)   3.1 10.0 10.0 119.2 

      

Lamb growth rate (g/d) 264 312 311  

Lamb production (kg live weight/ha)  108 525 358  

Ewe live weight and condition score at weaning (2010 only)  
  

 Liveweight (kg) 55.4  58  

 Condition score 2.9  3.15  

  
Proportion 
CS<2 16   7   
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Farmers Frequently Asked Questions 

We did this project with farmers and along the way were challenged to answer their 
questions - the key focus was how to fit grazed lucerne into their farming system. 

Q How much lucerne do I need to start with? 

A  Ideally start with at least 30-40 ha.  

 This is a large enough area to run sufficient sheep (300-400 ewes plus twins) to get a noticeable 
result. It will be large enough to create the required 5-6 paddock rotation for 6-8 weeks (so that 
animals can stay on the lucerne until weaning and not have to change feed types). 

 Alternatively ewe numbers can determine block size i.e. at 10 ewes/ha 400 ewes = 40 ha. 

 Don’t put stock on lucerne for short periods. Stock need to stay on lucerne for a long enough 
 period to benefit from the time taken to adjust to a new feed. 

Q What about winter feed? 

A Make sure you add more lucerne for grazing, rather than using what you already have. This 
means that you can still make your winter supplement from your current lucerne area. 

 You will still need as much winter feed so consider strategic use of irrigation to guarantee winter 
crops. 

 Using grazing lucerne in spring will ensure that lambs are sold early so all autumn growth is for 
ewes rather than finishing stock. 

 Autumn lucerne can be grazed well into the winter, helping with the winter feed budget. 

 If you don't have irrigation - consider reducing stock numbers initially or grazing off. Purchasing 
 feed is also an option through the transition, to a lucerne grazing system 

Q What does it cost to sow? 

A Establishing lucerne is similar to a perennial ryegrass pasture.  

 Seed costs should be lower than a novel endophyte ryegrass plus white clover mix. Lime cost is 
 the bigger variable in many areas. 

Q How much does it cost to maintain it? 

A A winter spray when required to control weeds is critical for stand length and performance at 
 least every second year. Liming may be needed to keep soil pH >6. The increased pasture life 
 means lucerne is cheaper to maintain than grass pasture.  

Q Where do I plant lucerne on the farm? 

A Target fertile soils with a deep profile as this gives the best bang for the buck i.e. lucerne roots 
 will have access to plenty of moisture and be the most productive.   

 Also consider the farm layout and aim to keep further lucerne development in large blocks for 
 ease of grazing management. These can be subdivided with electric fences to assist grazing  
 management! 

 Lucerne for grazing can be planted on paddocks that are less than ideal for making hay or 
 baleage. 

Q Can I establish it in a hurry ? 

A No.  

 Planning and preparation are important for long term success of a stand so identify the area 
 to be planted at least 6 months prior to planting. Soil pH and weed problems are 2 key factors 
 that contribute to poor stand establishment. Establishing after a brassica or cereal crop can aid 
weed control and soil moisture conservation to ensure good establishment. 
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Q What cultivar should I use? 

A New lucerne cultivars offer resistance to the pests and diseases that reduced lucerne persistence 
 and productivity in the ‘70s and ‘80s. 

 Lucerne cultivars that are semi-winter dormant or dormant are best for New Zealand conditions 
 as they are tolerant of cold temperatures and survive well under grazing. 

Q What about aphids? 

A Use cultivars that have been shown in NZ to have resistance to both blue green aphid and spot-
ted alfalfa aphid. The oldest available cultivar, Wairau, is susceptible to both and if sown to0
 widely may allow aphid populations to build to damaging levels in some seasons. 

 Hard grazing in late autumn/early winter once growth has stopped will help clean up any aphids. 

Q Can I mix it with grass? 

A Initially sow pure lucerne stands and learn how to manage these.  

 Once the lucerne grazing system is well integrated into your farm system you may want to try 
 some lucerne grass mixtures or stitch a suitable grass cultivar into a runout lucerne stand to ex
 tend its life for a few more seasons. Lucerne management doesn't suit all grasses so managing 
 lucerne and grass together can be a challenge. They can be used effectively as transition feed in 
 spring. 

Q How do I manage the winter if I plant lots of lucerne? 

A Pretty much the same as managing a ryegrass white clover pasture based system - clean up       
 autumn/winter grazing of lucerne, winter crops and supplement. 

Q Should I set stock lucerne? 

A No. Start with a set rotational grazing plan and learn how to manage lucerne. As you get more 
 lucerne in the system you may find that some flexibility in management can be applied. 

Q So what am I going to do at lambing? 

A The answer to this question lies in the understanding of lucerne grazing management. As you 
 increase both your lucerne grazing area and your expertise in managing it then you can modify 
 your grazing management to include shedding ewes and lambs on to lucerne, lambing on the         
 lucerne and set stocking lucerne for 2-3 weeks prior to lambing. 

 Shifting lambing date may help match feed supply and demand. 

Q Do I have to spray it in winter? 

A Winter spraying is recommended for weed control when the lucerne is dormant.  

 If there are no weeds at all then spraying is unnecessary. However it is important to remember 
 that there are 2 key reasons weeds are important - (1) invasive tap-rooted weeds such as yarrow, 
 mallow, couch or dandelion reduce the stand life and (2) any weeds, including annual grasses 
 and white clover, use soil moisture which will reduce the potential yield of lucerne. 

Q How do I manage lucerne in autumn? 

A Autumn is the key time to focus on building the plants’ root reserves. If the stand hasn't had a 
 chance to flower since mid summer (50% of the tallest plants start to flower) then this has to 
 happen in autumn. Sometimes growing conditions will mean that lucerne won’t flower, so as 
long as you have spelled it for 6 to 8 weeks then it will be fine to graze. 

 If autumn is dry and growth of lucerne stops delay grazing until winter to make sure that the 
 stand is allowed to recover  
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Q Can I graze lucerne in winter? 

A Yes.  There is no p0int carrying any autumn grown lucerne over to spring as all of its regrowth 
 starts again at ground level. Therefore graze hard once when growth stops e.g. after the first 
 hard frost. 

Q When does lucerne start growing in spring? 

A Lucerne starts to grow about the same time as ryegrass in spring. As lucerne responds to air tem-
perature rather than soil temperature then stands on north facing slopes will start earlier than 
ryegrass pastures. This can help the grazing management by becoming the paddocks that are 
grazed first.  

Q How much lucerne should I have? 

A When you find you have one lucerne paddock too many then you have enough! 

 There is no simple answer to this question as it could be 70% + on a dryland valley floor property 
or 30% on an extensive hill country property limited by cultivatable land. 

Q How much feed is there on my lucerne stand? 

A Once the stand reaches 15cm the estimate is 1200kg DM/ha; 20cm = 1500kgDM/ha 

 Quick ready reckoner - for every 10cm of lucerne that then grows above 20cm the yield is 800-
 1000kgDM/ha. Aim to gaze at 30-35cm height to maximise quality and quantity. 

Q How fast does the lucerne grow? 

A Rather than growth rate the target is to spell the stand for 35-42 days to allow it to recover back 
 to grazing height. If the lucerne is growing faster than this, then some paddocks in the rotation 
 will need to be dropped out and taken for supplement. Lucerne in spring does grow at 100-
 200kgDM/ha/day if conditions are favourable. 

Q Will my lambs grow at 400g/day? 

A In most situation lambs have the potential to do over 300g/day.  

 Lambs from large framed ewes, BCS 3, that have been mated to a terminal sire and are well fed 
 though lambing and lactation, have the potential to grow at > 400g/day. 

Q Can I tup ewes on lucerne? 

A Yes. High feed quality of leafy lucerne is likely to improve ewe performance and improve lambing 
 percentages. 

 Avoid flushing ewes on any lucerne stands that are heavily flowering or stressed i.e.. aphid attack 
or leaf spot, as this interaction produces the oestrogen effect that has been recorded in the past. 

Q What other animal health issues am I going to have? 

A Sodium deficiency - Lucerne leaves and stems are low in sodium so salt blocks need to be avail- 
 able at all times for stock. 

 Bloat - as a high quality feed lucerne can cause bloat so ensure fibre (e.g. barley or ryegrass 
 straw) is available at all times. Even rough pasture around the edges of the paddock can help. Be 
careful when putting hungry stock on to lucerne . 

 Red gut can also be a problem of high quality feed due to rapid passage though the gut. Again 
 making fibre available at all times reduces the problem.  

 Ensure normal preventative animal health measures are taken e.g. 5 in 1 vaccination etc. 
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Establishing Lucerne 

What you need to consider when planning a lucerne stand? 

End use 

Predominantly grazing or conservation? For conservation it is how much winter feed is needed. If the 
stand is intended as a grazing stand then the amount of area needed should also be considered. The 
planned stocking rate, estimated crop yield and rotation length can help determine the area required.  

Expected life span 

There are three main lucerne cultivar types that have been classified by plant breeders according to 
their level of winter dormancy. Make sure you know which of these types you are choosing to plant as 
it will effect stand life and grazing management. The recommendation for NZ is semi dormant varie-
ties. Under appropriate management dryland lucerne stands are lasting 7 - 20 years. 

Planning and Preparation  

Paddock selection - Planning a lucerne stand should start well in advance as this is the easi-
est way to start with a weed free stand (12 months or more prior to planting). 

Avoid lucerne following lucerne, allow at least 12 months between stands. 

Free draining paddocks - waterlogging reduces plant life. Check if there is a pan or if soil 
depth is too shallow to benefit from the advantage of lucerne. 

Weed Control - Cereal and brassica crops can be used to control weed problems prior to 
planting lucerne. 

Be prepared to wait if conditions are unsuitable, or if you need more time for weed con-
trol. 

Fertiliser requirements and pH 

Soil test - use 15cm soil sample for soil test as lucerne is deep rooting 

pH should be over 6, >6.5 is better 

Lime in advance of planting (6 months) 

Stands need good fertility (Olsen P near 20 or over, S 10+ and K 6+) 

Establishment 

Spring sow to maximise rapid crown and root development - average soil temp > 80C 

Autumn spray to conserve moisture prior to spring sowing 

Direct drill or sow into fine firm seedbed 

Untreated seed requires inoculation with rhizobia prior to sowing 

Let the lucerne flower, (50% of the tallest stems have a flower), before the first grazing of 
the stand. This is the indicator that the lucerne has a well developed root system 

If there is a flush of weeds at establishment either chemically control or graze hard when 
lucerne is 15cm high and then let it flower 

Irrigation 

If you are going to irrigate the stand there are some provisos 

Apply before sowing to ensure adequate moisture for germination 

Delay irrigation after grazing for 10-14 days—water encourages weed seeds to germinate 
so the lucerne needs to grow enough to shade the ground to suppress weeds 

Weeds compete for water and will therefore reduce lucerne production 

Standing water will reduce stand life as it can cause the roots to rot.  
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Keys to lucerne grazing management  

The best management for lucerne maximizes its potential by following its growth pat-
tern.  

Lucerne leaves grow from the top of each stem and after 
grazing new shoots develop from the crown, which is 
above ground.  

Spring grazing can be started when the first crop is about 
15-20cm high. Eat all the herbage and then move on to the 
next paddock in the rotation. 

The expected production from a clean (weed free) crop 
can be calculated from the amount of water available in 
the soil profile (soil type and depth). This is because the 
lucerne only uses the water when it is growing.  

This is also why lucerne should be sown on deeper soil profiles to get the  greatest benefit from 
it deeper roots. Roots have been found at over 30 metres. 

When planning grazing the lucerne paddock area should be enough for 6 rotations (for a mob 
grazed at 10 ewes and lambs/ha). This allows the lucerne to regrow for at least 35 days and to 
the required 25-30cm between grazing's.  

If the lucerne growth is getting ahead of the stock you can drop a paddock and take it for hay or 
baleage.  

Lucerne will continue to benefit from any additional rainfall and the potential production can be 
recalculated.  

Always provide stock access to fibre (straw) and salt blocks. Lucerne is sodium deficient for 
stock as it stores it in the roots. Stock may or may not use the fibre but it reduces potential for 
bloat and red gut.  

Summer - at some point allow the crop to flower and recharge root reserves although in dryland 
situations the crop may have been grazed out or run out of water. 

Autumn - if it hasn't flowered all summer, allow crop to reach 50% flowering in autumn. 

Winter - the focus is a clean-up graze and weed management. Removing or spraying weeds 
helps reduce competition for available water. This is also when the soil water is replenished.  
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Lessons from the project 

Lucerne provided a much more consistent result from year to year, with lower variability in 
stocking rate, lamb liveweight gain and overall per hectare production. Importantly it’s feed was 
of high quality (12MJME) from spring through summer when pasture quality rapidly declines. 

Lucerne's consistency is related to the relatively predictable nature of the amount of feed we 
can grow based on the available soil moisture. If the lucerne is sown on the deepest soils availa-
ble, with the greatest water holding capacity, then you can calculate an expected yield. 

Winter feeding is similar to current practice as winter clean-up grazing of lucerne replaces pas-
ture. 

With lucerne you can estimate the potential growth and predict the stocking rate better than on 
dryland pasture—this means forward planning and a good result from spring grazing of lucerne.  

The use of rotational grazing also allowed farmers to identify surpluses early and harvest them, 
compared to the dryland grass grazing approaches . 

The integration of a grazed lucerne system enabled a limited water resource to be used more 
effectively to produce reliable winter crops. 

 

Go to www.farming sheep.co.nz for more facts and figures 
 

Lessons from a practical farmer 

Aim for less sheep with better performance to provide some flexibility, and to reduce costs. 

Think about next spring’s production based on the rainfall in the autumn and winter. 

Protect the opening cover in spring by using crops and supplements effectively in winter. 

Plan to be lambing late enough that the lucerne will be coming away around the ewes and 

lambs. 

If you have to set stock then make sure it is only for a short time around lambing. 

Make decisions about stocking rate, shutting up for conservation and de-stocking early. 

Clean out pastures with a winter graze to make room for rapid lucerne growth in spring. 
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The Last Word 

Looking back to the beginning 

The project had its beginnings at a NZ Grassland Association conference in Blenheim in 2008, driving 
over the dryland property of Doug Avery. Along with the support from Lincoln University’s Prof Der-
rick Moot and Dick Lucas, champions of dryland legumes, the Avery's had successfully used lucerne 
on a large proportion of their property. Instead of fighting their dryland climate every year they were 
farming to optimise what they ‘could’ do.  

Could this project be replicated in Central Otago? The region best suited to lucerne, but with the ex-
tra challenge of extreme winter conditions.  

The aim was to try and alleviate the effects of the dry periods of the Central Otago climate. Lucerne 
seemed to be the best bet because of its deep roots and ability to draw water from the soil profile. 
As well Central Otago farmers are very good at growing lucerne although predominantly to produce 
winter and drought feed supplement. 

In addition research at Lincoln University had developed a new understanding of how the lucerne 
plant grows which has increased the flexibility of grazing management on the farm.  

We did this project with farmers and along the way were challenged to answer their questions -  the 
key focus being how to fit grazed lucerne into their farming system. 

The change to a lucerne grazing system requires some planning but for this you get the ability to plan 
ahead and to make more money. This booklet is designed to help you by providing some key practical 
messages. If you require more information or help more contacts are listed below. 

 

Lucerne information sources 

Lucerne for Lambs project outputs: http://www.farmingsheep.co.nz/  

Lincoln University Research: http://www.lincoln.ac.nz/dryland   

Lucerne: Summary papers for establishing and managing lucerne (on www.beeflambnz.com/
Documents/Farm) 

Lucerne Management Guide 2012 (PGG Wrightson Seeds) 

Lucerne management-www.seedforce.co.nz; www.agricom.co.nz 

 

 

http://www.farmingsheep.co.nz/
http://www.lincoln.ac.nz/dryland
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